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When wc look at the state, we a y  that the state is in a CRISIS 
and this aims is an ORGANIC CRISIS. Fvstly we have to look 
at what consitutes the crisis. The cnio can be characterised in
to three sheets:
i) Economic
ii) Political
iii) Ideological.

THE ECONOMIC CRISIS
The economic crisis is characterised by the following features. 
Firstly, unemployment is intensifying due to the rece*ionary 

of the economy and even if we move out of the recession, 
there will stiB be people permanently unemployed. Secondly, 
there is the vrer persistent problem of balance of payments and 
this problem it gom* to remain. The reaaon for the problem is 
that even though South Africa is a developed industrial *ate, 
its main industries are manufacturing and mining None of 
these produce capital goods, ie. they don’t produce machines 
that are used in order to produce consumer goods. All it does 
is that it produces consumer items - items that are used by the 
end user, h  ■ able to straddle the balance of payments problem 
because of the goU price. It is able to produce a very precious 
raw material and when the price surges it is able to temporarily 
overcome the balance of payments, but it is a permanent struct
ural problem that will remain. Thhdly, is the aspect of the de
cline in foreign investment. Fourthly, is a negative growth and 
in fact a stagnation of the economy. This also contributes to 
unemployment The final point is failure of the decentralisa
tion policy. This policy is an economic policy ie terms of which 
the state wants to make its political strategy viable, ie. the 
whole Bantustan policy. An example of this strategy can be 
aeen in Mdantaane in East London, which is a decentralised 
point. More than R500 mifiion would be set aside to offer 
various perks to attract capital to these areas. This has not wee-

THE POLITICAL CRISIS 
- The political crisis is characterised by the following factors. 

Firstly, the isicreasing role of the military. Together with this 
there has been the movement of power away from parliament to 
executive committees with an mcreasing role of the military in 
these structures, eg. State Security Council, Economic Advisory 
Board, Cabinet Committees. These have become more the 
organs of power than parliament. These committees operate in 
secrecy and are much more bureaucratised and controlled from 
the top. A further point is the failure of the bantustans. The 
failure to wn legitimacy from any other state institutions, ie. 

.the SAIC. CRC. the Management Committees and Community 
Councils. AO these structures have failed. Whatever attempts

to control or w a people over by consensus have failed. Whit 
has intensified the crisis are the increasing struggles of the work
ers, community, student, women and on the political level 
One of the vehicles through which these various struggles have 
fused Is the UDF. This is also an area through which then has 
been a contribution to the political crisis.

THE IDEOLOGICAL CRISIS
What the state is experiencing at thii stage is a crisis of legiti
macy . It knows that it does not eiyoy the support of the maj
ority of the people, it makes numerous attempts to show that 
it does - that it does have a national policy. The whole Bantu- 
(tan policy, the Constitution Act, the attempt to incorporate 
Indians and Coloureds, giving greater rights through the Black 
Local Authorities Act to urban Africans are all attempts to 
legitimate its power. Again you see this hi Pik Botha's trip 
overseas after the referendum, where he has been trying to 
project an image of reform. These are some of the characterist
ics of the crisis.

When we say that this crisis is organic, we mean that the crisis 
has been around for a long time. Secondly, the crisis has got 
incurable structural conditions. Whiterer attempt! are being 
made are not going to solve the problems. The crfcis is only go
ing to be solved by a fundamental restructuring of society. De
spite thi«, there is movement within the political forces ia the 
capitalist state in that they are trying to bring about changes 
from the top. In order to save the situation, because the state 
knows that it has to do so to maintain power - these are the 
kind of efforts that are being made.

Let us look at what the efforti are to restructure. On the level 
of trying to control the flow of labour due to the increasing 
resistance of workers, we see the Riekert and Wiehahn reports. 
This was to in some way control workers, but Jso to alow 
them to operate under certain controlled conditions. Secondly, 
the Rlekert report was to control the flow of influx labour from 
the Bantustans If we look at these r»o reports we can aee that 
they are inevitably bound to fail. The)- will fail because of the 
economic need that drives people, whether they are in Bantu
stans or not. drives them to the urban areas for employment. 
If people are staying in the Bantustans they are going to aiove 
to urban areas even if they have to go to jail, because the choice 
is between starvation or being in jail m an urban area. So no 
matter what systems of control are going to be used, people are 
stiU going to gravitate toward the urban areas Another point is 
that the way the Bantustans are structured, ie. pieces of land all 
over the show so that the ability of the state to control and 
police them in terms of borders becomes virtually imposnble.



Another attempt tt restructuring is the Constitution Act, where 
power is shifted away from parliament to mon executive con
trol whik at the same time s very concerted effort is made to 
break black unity by coopting certain sectors of the Coloured 
and Indian communities although there is an attempt to incorp
orate the community as a whole. The design is that they know 
th^t they cannot coopt the community as f  whole and what 
\they need is to coopt certain leadini acton within these comm
unities. Therefore the actions of the state are actually to reach 
out to more businessmen. The Labour Party for example arc 
not having mass meetings. They are carefully choosing certain 
targets like teachen, small businessmen, civil servants etc.

The Koonhof Bills on the other hand is part of the same pack- ^  
age. It is again firstly seeking to divide the urban from the * . 
rural people because it is going to give more rights in terms of » •’ 
the Black Local Authorities Act and the Genocide BEL Second- L  j  
ly, it is part of the stntegy to create a blade urban dweller who * 2 1 3  
is going to be given security. This further strengthens the hous
ing policy • “give a person some property and he wQl be satisfied 
in that c o b  text".

Even in education, (this is something that AZASO can look at 
more closely), is the De Lange Commission and the White Paper 
that arose from tt. AE this is to be geared to the “restructuring' 
process sad when this is examined it should be dona ao in the 
light of Che above coasiderstioaa.

What wt have to do is to look at whether this restructuring act-1 -• 
ually alters the terrafc of struggle. The question we should aak 
is not whether this is reform, are thaae changes genuine or eot- 
metic. The right attitude to adopt is that these changes arc tak
ing place. We KNOW what the state's objectives are. It is mak
ing these changes hi order to maintain itaelf in power. The real 
question is how we can use them to our advantage, becauae wt 
also wapt power. Therefore this is a constant dialectic of strugg
le between the two contending forces, ie. those that don't have 
power aad those that do.

These ham obviously broadened out the space for legal struggle. 
When we aay this, we must also bear in mind that the state rules 
by consensus or by coercion. It has still got the strong military, 
polka farce and all its icpieadve apparatus waiting. U attempts 
at « » - « " ■  fail, we are going to be crushed. This is something 
we must never lose tight of. So whik we've got the spaoa, we 
must make maximum use of it and not be unmindful that the 
moment we overstep a certain mack, they are going to crush a*. 
Therefore strategfes most be worked out carefully ao as to main
tain a balance of farces and stiB make gains.

To come bx *  to the points that ware made in the introduction, 
Becauae (he state is all theae attempts to restructure, tt
means that strategies we employ must also change. What is then 
required m this state of flux is the creative ingenuity that wa 
have to aae in looking at new ways of doing things, at the same 
time bearing in the coercive and repressive apparatus.
Secondly, we know that whea we move forward, we must also 
have a defensive position so that we can retreat When we do 
move forward, we must be cautious about it, te t  on the other 
hand, we must not trail behind. What is important is that we've 
got to have popular support when we move forward. In differ
ent circumstances we must look at old tactics that we've empl
oyed aad me if we can give them a different content Let me 
give one illustration, recently there vas a discussion amongst 
activists who were organising around the water issue in a partic
ular area. Due to water restrictions, there had been various 
wrcharges aad some areai had already had mass meetings which 
were fairly successful (about 500 - 600 people attended). 
People were arguing that mass meetings should be held. Some 
people were of the opinion that there were already mass meet
ings m their areas and this had achieved nothing. You get 
people together without achieving concrete results. Someone 
came up with the idea that what we had to engage in was some 
kind of action. Some kind of protest that is going to yield 
results. A mass meeting was aot going to make an impact

Therefore an alternate form of actio a  needed to be < 
la  this aew form of action perhaps fewer people can be latuhad 
eg. SO people going to the City Hall aad occupying an or 
something tike tha t If this is done, at some level you tee poaag 
to get a concession. Either a stay of the increeses or something, 
and then you have your mass meeting. In that i 
meeting can serve a different function because tt 
advance on your previous position. Previously 
were held to rally support to demonstrate that the \ 
behind you in the demands that are being made, la  a aease we 
have to look at the old methods aad see in what Uad af ways 
we can restructure the ways and methods that were bteeg uad 
in the past

Now I want to move to the area of looking at the ptoph  them 
selves. When I talk about the people, I refer to a — bar of 
classes. It is primarily the working class but also all the appreas 
ed people who are denied the right to vote which wil mdade 
the student sector, professional people etc. AB them people 
constitute the people. Firstly, if we look at the past year, than 
has obviously been an increase in the level of organisation aad 
mobilisation. If we sat beck a year ago aad looked at the UDF 
launch, for example, the fact that we could mobfiiae IS 000 
people to come to a rally would have been beyond our expecta
tion! at that point in time. At Edendak, during the People's 
Weekend we could get 7 000 people and I think the capacity to 
mobilise people has been repeated in different parts of the 
country. In Port Elizabeth, which was totally unoiptaiaad, we 
could get 300 people. So, the capacity to mobilise has made 
certain advances, but then questions wt must ask ourselves, it 
what must we do with these people? Are they organised into 
aay kind of disciplined unit - can you make calls upon them to 
engage in forms of action - do we have that capacity? Do we 
know who they are and how they arc organised • what level of 
«mu do they possess? So these are all the kinds of questions 
that are thrown up. This increasing capacity to mobihac shows 
an increasing strength of our organisation. Abo, the pac year 
hat seen the growth of UDF, but this wiD be dealt with later as 
a special category.

This year has also seen the hegemony of those persons who acc
ept the national democratic struggle as part of a pnacipled 
strategy. That the character of the struggle has got to be nation
al and democratic. Within student ranks the whole concept of 
national and class struggle - which is primary and which it 
secondary, always takes up a lot of time. Basically we have to



remember that there is i  diskctical relationship and not necess
arily i  r~--------- it. that one followi the other. Worker* *re
part of the oppressed community and their siational demendi 
cannot be me I without certain fundamental aocial changes and 
that these struggles ire the itruggie for national liberation and 
theae are Ike only struggles, if one look* back historically, 
that have ever succeeded. If one looks at our experience 
throughout tbe world, there has nerer been a struggle between 
the wprkers and the capitalists, where the jrorkcn alone, 
the'workers and thf capitalists, where the workers alone, with
out rni,,<n*« with othen, hare succeeded. But also in any state 
that national oppression exists, there is a movement for demo
cratic rights. National democratic rights mean the right to vote, 
the r*bt to freedom of movement, etc. This cannot simply b« 
located at the relations of production - these are felt rights, even 
by worken themselves outside the production process. The 
whole denial is mediated by the relationship between the oppre
ssor and oppremed - they are not related at the point of produc
tion. H opit who don’t see this mias out on a very important 
fact.

I would She to read out a passage that encapsulates the point 
better than I can.

T h e  enemy is defined not by iti function o f exploitation but 
by wklding a ceruin power and thU power too does not dertre 
from a place in the relation o f production, but U the outcome 
o f a form o f  otganiMthon characteristic o f the present society.

'■ The society v  indeed capitalistic, but this is not the only chara
cteristic. I t is sexist and patriarchal as weB as racist

This illustrates my point that we cannot ignore that theae are aO 
; other characteristics and you're got to struggle against them 

too. At this point, I would like to leave the isaue of the national 
. democratic struggle.

Now to move on to just looking at the pact year and the dtrreio- 
' m e a t  of the UDF. AJ of us have at some level or other parti

cipated is the UDF. AZASO, being the first affi&ate of UDF. 
would have taken a leading role at some point. But firstly if 
we look at the UDF - it has been through some phases that by 
January It bad been fanned in embryo. Over the next 2 to 3 
months, people went out and consulted because it was only a 
few people at the Tra.nraal AnfrSAlC conference who took the

decision. In this sense the UDF has bean characteriaed w tt  
some kind of compliance with the democratic prorate 
on to regional formations prior to the national launching. 
Thereafter, the next phase was the national launching aad at 
that point again, we had a debate aa to whether 3 regtoos wan 
strong enough to take that decision to have a national launching 
for the whole country. Again we felt that it was important to 
Bake an impact. One of the motivating fact on then was feat a 
group that did not have any kind of meat support, k . the Natio
nal Forum Committee came into existence particularly to, k  a 
sense, thrust aside the eloquent momentum that was being deve
loped by the UDF. This had to be counteracted on an ideologi
cal level and we bad to take the decision to scire the moment at 
that point k  time. So we had the national launching. Subsequ
ently if one looks at the stste reaction to UDF we find that It 
ignored the UDF or what It tried to do was to move Just prior to 
the launching by coming out with fake pamphlets which aid 
t k  launching by qpming out with fake pamphlets which said 
the rally was calkd 6tL There were ako pamphlets issued k  the 
name of the BC movement and ao on, trying to disrupt the 
•vent These actk>ns backfired on the state because our ideolog
ical machinery was well geared - we got more publicity k  the 
press, and were able to come up counter posters and pamphlets 
almost overnight. Before the rally there was the whole qiestton 
of the UDF and the National Forum being counterposed id each 
other ■«< this kft everybody wondering waht the strea^ffh of 
the UDF was.

At Hocklands, at the conference, in terms of national repreaasit 
atioc, and at the rally in terms of mass support of the peopk in 
the area, showed the state that the UDF had become Iks most 
significant j^litv~al force ainoe the Co agrees Alliance. Thk than 
k  the reality which the state had to contend with. Its response 
then to the UDF was to ban most of its meetings and ako aert- 
ings of its affiliate*. This indicated the deapcrabcm of the atata 
and we took a decision subsequently that the neat tine they 
>>««««̂  a meeting, provided that the legal considerations wan- 
ant it, that the ban would be challenged. The UDF also decided 
to  — on the state at many kvals. What was then dona was a 
letter was written to tits Prime Minister. Let us look at the port . 
— launching period. The UDF needed to dstnonstrah the 
support it had on a national and reponal level. To alow the 
masses of the people of the different regions to actually partici
pate in that proceas of being part of a rally, coming togeftar to 
take a — to demonstrate that the majority of the people 
within ♦***» country had an alternative focus to the white refere
ndum which took place on the 2 November. Than the UDF 
moved Into its current phase, which has bean ktaerifying oar 
opposition because it k  clear that once the Mate had fintkarf off 
with the white sector, m«jor energies ware going to be think  at 
the and Coloured comm unities. Fkttfy, the kats was
lmiwrhtwg k to  the whole exercise to divide the unity of the 
black people and coopt certain sectors of the Indian and Colour- 
ad communitk*. Secondly, it was going to launch withk the 
African sector in term* of implementing the whok toornhof 
BQb strategy, particularly the elections that took place k  many 
parts of the country through the Black Local Authorities Act 
a d  the Community Councils where they edstad. Thk k  

the point that we arc at at present. HI coene beck to 
future strategies and what phases we are going to mow into.
1 it k  opportune now to take some of the kssons we have 
teamed and to evaluate them. Firstly, we have achieved a kvel 
of mobilisation that k  beyond which we would have made k  

mi of our assessments If we had made it a year ago. Second
ly, we haven't answered the question of what we arc going to do 
with t*'»t capacity to mobilise and how do we transfonn thk 
into more solid organisation. We know that that k  the chall
enge that lk* and thaf * what we have got to go ahead and 
do.

Whilst we are developing an offensive strategy, and using the 
apace that has bee' provided by the ‘restructuring' process, we 
have got to continue developing new strategies. One of the 
n.m p that we need to begin doing is to engage the state. Thk 
can t«ir» on various forma. Firstly it took on the form of the



letter that « u  written to the Prime Minister end If one ta ie i the 
responx to thm! in the v*iou* m u  one find! that there are 
various newt on this particular tactic.

Let lit look at the motirahoni for actually taking on the t t i t t  
Firstly, the point hat to be made that we are moving away from 
the phxat that charactaised the 70*, the phaae of protect 
jyOitir* the phur of'militant rhetoric _  One can ihout militant 
slogans untC one is bhie in the face, but this is not going to get 
power. What we hire to do is to move into a different phaae. 

i We are serious about ptinini political power in this country, we 
want to eliminate oppression and exploitation and we know 
that we the only people who can do this. When we deal with 
the state we believe k  the concepts of «na» mobilisation, man 
organisation - that wt are answerable to the masaes of our 
people. We have gone beyond the stage of militant rhetoric and 
therefore we've got to *how people that we can actually take on 
the state. WE are beginning to organiae ourselves in aoae way, 
we are a force, we can By that there are two to  two and a half 
w n w . people behind as - that there are 500 organisations aff
iliated to the UDF. In some way i f  s a measure of strength that 
k^ i' i been seen since the Congress Alliance. But we have to 

at ♦***> relative strength ao that when we writ* a letter to 
the Prune Minister, it must reflect tge reality that we are look- 

«< We cannot make unrealistic demand* - when we aay that 
we are gaeng to do something - we must be able to carry it out: 
this is what we mean by aerious politic*.

People'have fa fact said that writing a fatter to the Prime Mini
ster is atovmg backward!. Are we actually moving backwards? 
We mz moving backward! fa the sense that this was a tactic that 
was employed by the Congresi Alliance fa the 50a. They uaed 
to write to tike state at that time and we my that when we 
evaluate that tactic

was employed by the Congress Alliance fa the 50*. They uaed 
to write to the state at that time and say that this is the condi- 
tfans grta and yon don’t do A.B.C, • we are going to en- 
~ t  fa X.Y.Z, acts and that’* what they actually did. The 
point that has to be made it that when we evaluate that tactic, 
we must d o itfaau ch aw ay th a tit takes o* forward, wa must 
not F"«k’r threat* that are empty becauae then people don’t 
take you seriously. Now we are not a small group of militant* 
that are notated from the masa of the people, we are now rep- 
teaentatm of a eonstttnency. In a aenae those people expect 
kadenhip from a*. Whan we call upon o n  people to do some
thin, aad they respond, that is when we say that we are ot»an- 
faed a n d  that is the kvd of politics that we are engaged fa 
today.

tike state docent Jnst mean writing fatten to the Prime 
Minister. It can taka on many other forma. Another form is 
what happened fa Natal recently. The Natal Indian Congrea* 
was faced with a rituatkn where aame people were aaying that 
the NIC was only capable of rallying a fat of African people 
from the township* who 011 nm fee_haD» at meeting*. The 
ottician was that fee NIC didn’t enjoy aupport from the 
ladies maasea. Tfa NIC therefore had to do jotnething especia
lly fa the light of the fact that P.W. Botha was mowing fa on an 
initiative to win over the Indian people. Somehow the NIC had 
to f p r  fa some sort of action that would dislodge die focu*
M  him and what he wanted to do to what NIC wanted to do.
The NIC after a great deal of discussion decided that what they 
needed to do was to protest with a placard demonstration just 
outside the City HiH NIC also realised that this act might be

hot went n r a r n  ect~of~deOanee. -Tbe-renilt-wa* that------
the NIC ted actually aucceeded fa di*lodgfag the Prime Minister 
as the •cw^apen headlines about the event. Further
than this the NIC had managed to rally people around imply 
because tha act was legitimate fa the eye* of the people. The 
im portnt point here i* that the act of defiance didn't alienate 
NIC from the masses of the people, it actually carried the 
Tr-~ -. along. The kaeon to be learnt here is that what we must 
do is we must make a cartful a*aes*nent of what we are going 
to do - as well ai the consciousness of our people at the time

and whether we can carry them along with ua. We 
vulnerable to the state the moment we speed too far ahead and 
we faolate ouraelvas from the people. We must know that oar 
strength is ow neopk • the main reaowce that we orgsmw and 
can mobilue is the Sraafth fa our nuts ben of ow oapraaat-d 
people. The other aspect of that strategy was ckarty that H 
was not just the radical people within the NIC Exec, that went 
on that proteat, but it was the whole exec, and beyond that it 
too l * number of people that were invited. Whilst thaae people 
were still fa the police calls, the NIC waa stffi wfanfag * victory 
fa that those people who wnre involved ware fa the procaaa and 
at the aame time maat support was growing. This example Bfaa- 
trate* fee fine balanae feat exisu between a kind of ooeaerrat- 
fan (fa that the masaea go fa front of yon) and os fee other 
hand, adventurism (going ahead irrespective of fee Wvn cf fee 
oonaciciuanra* of the people and leaving them heftfaif). Wa 
must move fa wife fee masses ao feat when yoe taka on 
thoas action* you have popular legitimacy. The final point 
feat has to be made is what is known as flexibility of tactic - 
we will have to make voy sharp twist* and tuns and feat feeae 
changes are necessary becauae they advance fee rtniggk. Will
ing a letter to fee Prime Minister at a particular point fa time 
■right be the oocrect thing, it docent mean feat we a* moving 
backwardi or forward* - we might be moving sideward*. It’* 
k>» climbing a mountain, is. you cant always go umanmclimaa 
It is necessary to get a baser position so you actually have to 
move sidewayt so that you can chmb again. We have to be oea- 
tive at all time* and move differently and use different tsrtira

lust looking at fee people’s camp again, fee other upect that 1 
want lo go into is the whole area of those people who don't 
share fee national democratic struggle a* * (trategy but are stiB 
part of the peopk’s camp. .The fir*t grouping i* fee woikeritf 
grouping. Theae r e  the peopk that believe that weaken mufi 
go fa on their own and their belief is that an alliance of dame*, 
which is what the UDF is. and what the national ch*acter of 
the itruggle require!, fees what is going to happen h feat the 
petty bourgeois*, fee student sectors are going to use fee work
ing As* fa order to divert the struggle and therefore feat form 
ef-struggle U not vafaL- The responae to that 
is that ttere » some truth fa what they my - there n M u a  
of danger and fee working das* ha* to all fens* be ng8a*t. 
Let u* see that the whole concept of working class is dOereM 
from worker. A person who nipport* the working cbm ideol
ogy means that he doesn’t share ihe value* of the capttahst 
system of exploitation and believes that sockty has »  «  .«*• 
structured to thal you remove the conditions of exfiotUtiott 
and his background may be different A* hng as he » truly 
committed to thoae belkf*, and ha* committed himself to make
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that aerifies u d  works in i  disciplined way with workers and 
with the broad misses of people - that person is actually promo
ting the sniggles of the working class irrespective of the fact 
»«>l the struggle of the wo riant class irrespective of the fact that 
he works is a factory or not. The point that has to be made is 
that the iBteUigentsi* has certain inherent weaknesses and 
because of this we have to continually druggie against these 
tendencies within ourselves. The workerist also argues that 
people can only be organised at the point of production where 
the main relations are the relations of exploitation, but it must 
be noted that the capitalist doesn’t maintain power only 
through the relations of production, but also through the 
capitalist date. If you are going to transform soaety, there is 
same way that you have to politically challenge the capitalist 
date and that r>f> only be done through political formations. 
The success of the national democratic struggle is going to be 
determined by the working class hegemony within the alliance 
of classes and how strong it u.

I
The second grouping are those' who align themselves to the 
black oonaoousiesi outlook. The point must be made here 
that this grouping exerts very little influence on the broader 
national democratic struggle simply because they remain a 
—i«n group of intelligentsia who do not engage in mass mobilis
ation as a farm of straggle. However of all the mass organisat
ions, AZASO is, by its nature, being a student organisation, 
particularly susceptible to the advances of the black conacious- 
ness piulosccfay. What remains is for AZASO to be vigilant and 
to to ex pound the principles of the national democr
atic struggle, to its member and to the community at large.

The third grouping is Inkatha. lnkatha is historically a cultur
al movement. But one cannot deny the fact that lnkatha has 
to some degree mas support Therefore it becomes import - 
ast in how we deal with Some of the problems with

are that it {reaches tribalism. Inkatha does not attract 
intellectuals therefore it is no real threat to AZASO. However, 
UDF needs to reach out to the people in the rural areas.

The next area 1 want to look at briefly is the role of AZASO 
and the relationship between AZASO and the UDF.

— v  » • - 1- , -■ ' • ‘' j i m l i . - ' .—  ■

to
the

Students generally form part of the intelligentsia. One «f the 
roles of students is to expound the revolutionary theory. That 
we need in the struggle is people who can defend our iwd hoa 
in terns of theory and students can play an important seta to 
this aspect. This a m  is one of our weakneaaes in that we da mot 
have people who can respond immediately to any crtticiaaa Ast 
may arse. AZASO should assert itself as being the ■eOonal 
student representative of the students of South Africa. It 
should have total hegemony in the student ^here natso*aBy
and should be the voice of South African students int......Tiwis-
Uy. This is one aspect in which AZASO is lacking and * « d d  
make every effort to forge links with international 
move menta.

Relationship between AZASO and UDF 
AZASO as one of the fint affiliates at the UDF must 
play an important role m its campaigns, one of them 
antxonscnptKjn campaign, because it directly affects 
Other campaigns that AZASO caa involve Itself is ®e:
1) Forced removals
2) Million signature campaign
3) Anti-Community Council campaign
4) Expansion into rural areas
5) Other new avesuei.

CONCLUSION • ^
la  conclusion 1 would Mke to pose four quartern which |
By the progressive movement needs to answer:
1) To what extant do we understand the nature of oar snaggle?
2) How many activists have the necessary ridlli and how do we 
facilitate these skill? ____
3) How organised are o n  structures and how organised wm the 
maaaes of the people?
4) What are the priorities facing u*?

The >*«tWg.- facing the progressive movement in the renting 
yaaf fc ra y  demanding and we need to conduct ourselves in a 
disciplined manner and with utmoet commitment in trim  to 
meet theae chsTtrnfsa
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